Of Thiols and Disulfides: Methods for Chemoselective Formation of Asymmetric Disulfides in Synthetic Peptides and Polymers.
In protein or peptide chemistry, thiols are frequently chosen as a chemical entity for chemoselective modification reactions. Although it is a well-established methodology to address cysteines and homocysteines in aqueous media to form S-C bonds, possibilities for the chemoselective formation of asymmetric disulfides have been less approached. Focusing on bioreversibility in conjugation chemistry, the formation of disulfide bonds is highly desirable for the attachment of thiol-containing bioactive agents to proteins or in cross-linking reactions, because disulfide bonds can combine stability in blood with degradability inside cells. In this Concept article, recent approaches in the field of activating groups for thiol moieties incorporated in peptide and polymer materials are highlighted. Advantageous combinations of stability during synthesis of the material with high reactivity towards thiols are explored focusing on simplification and prevention of side reactions as well as additional deprotection and activation steps prior to disulfide formation. Moreover, applications of this chemistry are highlighted and future perspectives are envisioned.